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Abstract. The performance of heap analysis techniques has a significant impact on their utility in
optimization and verification applications. A significant factor affecting analysis performance is how
procedure calls are handled. To maximize the accuracy of theanalysis it is desirable to perform inter-
procedural data flow analysis in a context-sensitive manner. However, re-analyzing a procedure for each
calling context can result in the analysis being computationally intractable. To minimize the compu-
tational cost of performing context-sensitive dataflow analysis it is critical to minimize the number of
times a function body needs to be re-analyzed. The computational cost can be further reduced by mini-
mizing the amount of information that is carried in from the caller scope and thus needs to be processed
during the analysis of the callee procedure. This can be accomplished by memoizing the calls as they
are analyzed and usingproject/extend operations to remove portions of the heap model that cannot be
affected by the called procedure.
The focus of this paper is the design ofproject andextend operations for a graph-based abstract heap
model. Our interprocedural analysis introduces a novel method for namingcutpoints which is able to
accurately model calls with shared data structures, multiple cutpoints, and recursive calls. In conjunction
with our heap model (which tracks all heap properties using local information) theproject andextend op-
erations are able to substantially reduce the amount of calling context information that is carried into the
analysis of the callee body. Our experimental results indicate that the proposedproject/extend operations
have a substantial positive effect on the memoization of procedure analysis results and on the reduction
of the size of the model that the local analysis must deal with. Additionally, thecutpoint naming tech-
nique is (in many cases) able to precisely maintain the relations between the callee local variables and
the caller local variables in the immediately preceding call frame, which is critical to modeling programs
that perform recursive destructive modifications on lists or trees.

1 Introduction

The practice of using aproject operation to remove portions of the heap that cannot af-
fect or be affected by the called procedure is a standard technique in interprocedural data
flow analysis algorithms [1, 16, 15, 17, 14]. The two major goals of this operation are the
reduction of the size of the model that must be manipulated when analyzing the callee
procedure (by removing extraneous information from the model) and making the mem-
oization of analysis results for procedures more effective(by removing information that
causes spurious inequalities between calling contexts). An additional benefit when analyz-
ing heap properties (which may need to track the value of local reference variables with



the same name but that exist in different call frames) is the ability to prevent the loss of
precision that occurs when recursive procedures use a summary representation for multi-
ple out-of-scope variables. This name collision results inthe loss of many useful relations
between variables in the callee scope and variables in some caller scope.

One of the first papers to explore the potential to improve thescalability of aheap
analysis by memoizing the analysis results of theprojected heap model was Wilson and
Lam [23]. In this work they extended a store-based, points-to, heap model withproject
andextend operations. Using this heap domain they were able to limit the average num-
ber of times that any function needed to be analyzed to less than 1.5 over a range of C
benchmarks.

Theproject operation for heap models and the utility of locality axiomswere further
analyzed in [21, 20, 6, 8, 5]. These techniques utilize variations on the notion of aframe
rule as presented in [7, 19]. These papers identified a number of features of theproject op-
eration that are of particular importance for inter-procedural analysis using heap domains.
A major distinction is made between the projection operation in cutpoint-free cases, where
there are no pointers that cross from a section of the heap that is unreachable from the
procedure arguments into a section of the heap that isreachable from the procedure ar-
guments, and cases where such pointers may exist. Work on handling the cutpoints in the
project operation has primarily focused on how to name these crossing pointers. When
renaming the cross pointers there is a tradeoff between precision and run-time costs. In
particular in a recursive call restrictive naming schemes for the cutpoint pointer references
will result in a loss of precision, while more relaxed namingschemes will result in more
contexts being analyzed in the procedure body.

Maintaining the relations between the caller-scope variables and the callee-scope vari-
ables is important to accurately analyzing many recursive calls (in particular procedures
such as list reverse, list filter or tree recursive child updates, that destructively update the
data structure based on the return value of the recursive call). The two major solutions
to this problem have been to either explicitly model the stack and relations with the call
frame or to generate fresh names for each call and then have a technique for determining
if an isomorphism between names exists.

This paper presentsproject andextend operations for a graph-based heap model (in
contrast to most of the algorithms in the literature which use store-less models). Our algo-
rithm introduces a novel method for handling calls with cutpoints via static naming. This
static naming technique is able to handle calls with multiple cutpoints and shared data
structures as well as recursive calls in a manner which avoids the collision of the static
names for cutpoints (in most common cases). These properties enable the algorithm to ef-
ficiently extract the portion of the heap model that can be affected by the callee procedure,
ensuring effective memoization and model size minimization, while maintaining accurate



relations between the callee reachable and callee unreachable sections of the heap, which
is critical to accurate analysis results. Thus, the approach presented in this paper is ca-
pable of efficiently handling the entire range of situationswhich occur when analyzing a
program and for most commonly occurring situations the analysis is able to perform this
analysis with a high degree of accuracy.

Our approach is driven by two observations: first is that the collision of static names
for cutpoints can result in a loss of information but we can minimize the information loss
by ensuring that these collisions occur between cutpoints that represent similar sets of
pointers; the second is that in many recursive procedures the program proceeds monoton-
ically toward the leaves of a given heap structure (e.g., recursive list or tree traversals). To
take advantage of the first observation we utilize a range of properties in the heap model
to compute the cutpoint names enabling the analysis to avoidcutpoint name collisions in
most cases (and in the case of collisions minimizing the information loss) while ensuring
efficiency (that is, we use the collisions as a pseudo-widening). Based on the second ob-
servation we select the static naming scheme so that not onlyare the names unique with
respect to the properties of the cutpoint that they represent but they are unique with respect
to which end of the cutpoint (the end in the reachable sectionvs. the end in the unreach-
able section) they represent. Thus, in recursive calls thatmove monotonically through a
structure the newly added name for the end of the cutpoint in the unreachable section will
not collide with any cutpoint names currently in that section of the heap model (which
represent the reachable end of a cutpoint in some other caller frame).

2 Example Code

To gain some insight into how theproject andextend operations work we look at a code
fragment that performs a recursive in-place filter of a linked list. The list is made of objects
of type ListNode and eachListNode object has two fields, anext field which refers
to the next element in the list and aval field which stores an integer. The technique pre-
sented in this paper is capable of analyzing this fragment (with the same level of accuracy)
when theval component is a more interesting data element (user defined objects, lists,
trees, etc.) and when these data elements are shared (perhaps there is another list which
shares the same data) but for simplicity we use a simple scalar data value in this example.

Accurately analyzing this method requires the ability to retain information on the rela-
tion between the values for the variablesl andtmpin in the caller scope and values for
the variabletmpout in the callee scope, in particular, that the return value oftmpout
in the callee scope is further down the list than the variablel in the caller scope. If the
analysis is forced to summarize the information for these variables it will end up conclud-
ing that on the return from the recursive call toListFilterPositive, tmpout may



ListNode ListFilterPositive(ListNode l)
if(l == null)

return null;

ListNode tmpin = l.next;
ListNode tmpout = ListFilterPositive(tmpin);

if(l.val > 0)
l.next = tmpout;
return l;

else
return tmpout;

ListNode ln = makeList();
ListFilterPositive(ln);

Fig. 1. In-Place Recursive List Filter

point to any element in the list. Consequently the analysis must conservatively assume the
result of the assignmentl.next = tmpout may result in a cyclic list.

This example is also illustrative of a recursive procedure that monotonically traverses
a data structure. At each recursive call the local variablesin the callee scope cannot access
the targets of any of the caller scope variables which are live after return from the call.

3 Concrete Programming Model

This section is a review of the relevant aspects of the concrete programming model and the
properties that are of interest (a more detailed description can be found in [12]). The anal-
ysis works on the strongly statically-typed, single-inheritance, thread-free, object-oriented
imperative core of languages like Java or C#.

3.1 Concrete Language and Semantics

The source language MIL (Mid-Level Intermediate Language)is a structured intermedi-
ate representation. The language has function and method invocations, a conditional con-
struct (if . . . else if . . . else), and a looping construct with break statements (do . . .

while andbreak). The state modification operations and expressions (load,store, and
assign along with the standard collection of logical, arithmetic, and comparison operators)
are in a standard three-address form [11, 22].

MIL supports objects and simplified generic collections. Weuseσ to denote the set
of all user-defined object types. Each object type,υ ∈ σ , has a set of fieldsFυ associated



with it. The set of all field offsets that are defined in a program isF =
⋃
{Fυ |υ ∈ σ}. MIL

has the primitive typesρ = {int, float, char, bool}. The collections can contain
either primitive types,ρ , or objects,σ . The set of all legal collection types for a program
is σC = {vector<υ>, list<υ>, set<υ>, map<υd ,υr>, |υ,υd ,υr ∈ ρ ∪σ}. The set
of all types in the program isτ = ρ ∪σ ∪σC. We assume that the types of all variables are
explicitly declared.

3.2 Concrete Model

Heap The concrete heap is modeled as a multigraph with labeled edges where objects and
collection are the vertices and the pointers are labeled directed edges in the graph. The term
cell is used to indicate either an object or a collection on the heap andoffset to indicate the
field or array index that a pointer is stored at in a cell. Thus,the set of edge labels (offsets) is
L = F∪N. Edges are modeled as a relation on the cells and the labels. Given a set of cellsC
and the set of labelsL the edge relation isE ⊆C×L×C. Variables are modeled as a partial
map from variable names to cells. Given a set of variables,V , the variable map is a function
Vm : V 7→C. The set of all concrete heaps (which is defined as the heap graph plus the pro-
gram variable map) isHs = P(C)×P(E)×{Vm} and the concrete domainH = P(Hs).

Call Stack Our concrete model for thecall stack is a functionSm : (V ×N) 7→C, whereV
is the set of local variable names andN represents the depth in the call sequence (the main
function is at depth 1). Thus, the pair(v,4) refers to the value of the local variablev in
the scope of the 4th call frame.

3.3 Heap Properties of Interest

Points-to and Paths. Given cellsa, b along with offseto, (a,o)→p b denotes a pointerp
that has the labelo (is stored at offseto) in a and points tob; a→p b is used to indicate that
∃ offseto s.t.(a,o)→p b. Two cells can be connected by apath ψ. (a,o) ψ b indicates
thatψ is a sequence of pointers〈p1 . . . pn〉 s.t. p1 has the labelo, starts at cella, pn points
to b and∀pi, pi+1 in the pathpi ends at the same cell,ci, that pi+1 begins at (∃o′ s.t. pi+1

is stored ato′ in ci). Finally,a ψ b denotes that∃o s.t.(a,o) ψ b.

Regions of the Heap. A region of memoryℜ is a subset of the cells in memory, all the
pointers that connect these cells, and all the cross-regionpointers that start or end at a cell
in this region. GivenCℜ ⊆C, let Pℜ = {pointerp | ∃a,b ∈Cℜ,a→p b}. Let Pc = {pointer
p | ∃a ∈Cℜ,x 6∈Cℜ,a→p x⊕ x→p a}. Then a region is the tuple(Cℜ,Pℜ,Pc).



Connectivity. Connectivity within a region describes how cells in the region are connected.
For a regionℜ = (Cℜ,Pℜ,Pc) and cellsa,b ∈Cℜ, cellsa andb are connected if they are
in the same weakly-connected component of the graph(Cℜ,Pℜ). Cellsa andb are disjoint
if they are in different weakly-connected components of thegraph.

Structure Traversals. To improve the accuracy of the shape information, data structure
layouts are defined for each region instead of the entire section of the heap reachable from
a given variable. Given a regionℜ = (Cℜ,Pℜ,Pc), we can define several layout predicates
on the graph(Cℜ,Pℜ) to indicate what kinds of traversal patterns a program can use to nav-
igate through the data structures in the region. A region admits a traversal type if there is
a subregion that satisfies the corresponding layout predicate. Note that these traversals are
not mutually exclusive. In particular,Tree traversal⇒ List traversal⇒ Singleton traversal.
In the following definitions, leta,b be cells andφ ,ψ be paths.

– Cycle Traversal iff∃ graph(C′ℜ,P′ℜ),C′ℜ ⊆Cℜ,P′ℜ ⊆ Pℜ s.t.∃a∈C′ℜ,φ ⊆ P′ℜ s.t.a φ
a.

– MultiPath Traversal iff∃ graph(C′ℜ,P′ℜ),C′ℜ ⊆Cℜ,P′ℜ ⊆ Pℜ s.t.∃a,b ∈C′ℜ,φ ,ψ ⊆ P′ℜ
s.t.(a 6= b)∧(φ 6= ψ)∧(a φ b)∧(a ψ b)∧(C′ℜ,P′ℜ) does not admit a Cycle Layout.

– Tree Traversal iff∃ graph(C′ℜ,P′ℜ),C′ℜ ⊆Cℜ,P′ℜ ⊆ Pℜ s.t.(∃a ∈C′ℜ,a has 2 or more
successors inC′ℜ)∧ (C′ℜ,P′ℜ) does not admit a Cycle or Multipath Layout.

– List Traversal iff∃ graph(C′ℜ,P′ℜ),C′ℜ ⊆Cℜ,P′ℜ ⊆ Pℜ s.t.(∀a ∈C′ℜ,a has one or zero
successors inC′ℜ) ∧(∃b ∈C′ℜ,b has one successor inC′ℜ)∧ (C′ℜ,P′ℜ) does not admit a
Cycle or Multipath Layout.

– Singleton Traversal holds for all regions.

4 Abstract Heap Domain

The UMA abstract domain [12] is based on an abstract heap-graph model [4, 23, 9]. Each
node represents a set of concrete cells and each edge represents a set of pointers. The UMA
model uses a number of instrumentation domains that, when added to the nodes and edges
in the abstract heap graph, allows connectivity to be tracked more accurately, enables the
modeling of shape, and enables the refinement of nodes in the heap model.

4.1 Basic Properties

The UMA model uses a number of simple properties to augment the nodes and edges. The
most basic is the numeric abstraction, which has two values,exactly 1 and the range[0,∞]
(written #). The other is a set of type names that represents all the possible types of the
cells that the node represents.



Each edge in the model represents a set of pointers and each pointer has an offset (la-
bel) associated with it. The UMA model allows the offsets to be any of the field identifiers
declared in the program or a special offset,?, to represent all the pointers in a collection.

The last of the basic properties is theAbstract Layout. This concept is used to abstract
the traversals that may be admissible for the region of the heap that a given node represents.
Thus, a node may have aSingleton, List, Tree, MultiPath, or Cycle abstract layout.

4.2 Pointer Connectivity Properties

The UMA model relies on tracking the potential that two pointers can reach the same cell
to drive the tracking of theAbstract Layouts and to enable the refinement of the common
case heap structures that it encounters. The UMA work definestwo properties that track
the potential that two pointers can reach the same cell in theregion that a particular node
represents.

The first property is when the pointers are represented by different edges in the heap
model. Given the concretization operatorγ and two edgese1,e2 that are incoming edges
to the noden (end atn), the predicate that definesinConnected in the abstract domain is:
e1,e2 areinConnected with respect ton if there may be possible that∃p1 ∈ γ(e1)∧∃p2 ∈
γ(e2)∧∃a,b ∈ γ(n) s.t.(p1 ends ata)∧ (p2 ends atb)∧ (a, b connected).

The second property is for the case where the pointers of interest are represented by
the same edge in the abstract model. To model this theinterfere property is introduced. An
edgee represents interfering pointers if there may exist pointers p,q ∈ γ(e) such that the
cells thatp,q point to are connected. A two-element lattice,np < ip, np for edges with all
non-interfering pointers andip for edges with potentially interfering pointers, is used to
represent the interference property.

4.3 The Heap Graph

Each node in the graph contains a record that tracks the typesof the concrete cells that a
node represents (types), the total number of cells that may be in the region represented by
this node (size), and the abstract layout of a node (layout). Each node also needs to track
the connectivity relation between each pair of incoming edges. In [12] a binary relation
connR⊆ E×E is used to track theinConnected relation. However, for this work it is suf-
ficient to use a simple binary domain (connB), whereconnB is D if all the in edges must
be disjoint andC if any of the in edges may be connected. In this work we assume that
the variables may be connected to any edge or variable in the node they refer to and thus
are ignored in theconnB binary relation. Thus, each node is represented as a record of the
form [types layout size connB].



As in the case of the nodes, each edge contains a record that tracks domain information
about the edge. Theoffset component indicates the offsets (labels) of the pointers that are
abstracted by the edge. The number of pointers that this edgemay represent is tracked with
themaxCut property. Theinterfere property tracks the possibility that the edge represents
pointers that interfere. Thus in the figures each edge is represented as a record{offset
maxCut interfere}.

The abstract heap domain is restricted via a normal form for the heap graphs. This
normal form ensures that the heap graph remains finite, that all the outgoing edges from a
node have unique labels, and that there are no unreachable nodes. The graph is kept finite
by ensuring that any recursive structure (structures that involve recursive object types) are
represented by a finite number of nodes in the heap graph ([12]contains a more detailed
description of this process).

4.4 Abstract Call Stack

To represent the concrete call stack we introducestack variables which represent the val-
ues of local variables on the stack (for a variation on this approach see [21]). In our exten-
sion to the UMA model eachstack variable summarizes all the possible targets (in a given
graph) for a given variable name on the stack. Given a variable namev and a heap graph
G we define a variable namev’ for use in the abstract domain (we will select a better
naming scheme in Section 5) where:v’ is the abstraction of all the variables in the call
stack,∃i ∈N, noden ∈ G, cell cn s.t.cn ∈ γ(n)∧Sm(v, i) = cn.

By associating the set of stack locations that are abstracted with the set of targets in
a given abstract heap graph, we can naturally partition thestack variables along with the
heap graphs. Since eachstack variable is associated with only the values on the stack that
point into a region of the heap represented by the given heap graph, it is straightforward
to partition and join them when partitioning the heap graphs.

Thus, during the local analysis the heap graph represents the portion of the entire pro-
gram heap that is visible from the locally declared variables and is augmented with some
number ofstack variables which relate variable values in caller scopes to the portions of
the heap reachable from local variables.

4.5 Refinement

During the dataflow analysis, portions of the abstract heap graph are summarized into sin-
gle nodes to improve efficiency and to eliminate unbounded recursive data structures. This
summarization can cause a substantial loss of accuracy if itis too aggressive. To minimize
this accuracy loss, the UMA algorithm uses a technique that (for several common cases)



undoes the summarization by transforming a summary node into a number of nodes (and
edges) such that the relationships between variables and regions are more explicit.

In [12, 13] techniques are given for refining both homogeneous (lists, trees, etc.) and
composite heap structures (a list of trees, a vector of user defined object types, etc.). How-
ever, the examples and discussion in this paper only utilizethe refinement of simple lists.
As an example suppose we have a situation where the variablep points to the head of
a singly-linked list and we want to simulate the effect of thestatementq = p.next,
Figure 2.

Figure 2(a) shows the situation where the variablep refers to a node that represents
ListNode objects (type = ListNode, abbreviated toLN), that represents a region with no
internal connections (Layout = S), which contains a single object (size = 1), and where
all the incoming edges represent disjoint pointers (connB = D). There is a single edge out
of this node representing pointers stored in thenext fields of the objects represented by
the node. This edge represents a single pointer (maxCut = 1) and all the pointers are non-
interfering (interfere = np). Finally, this edge refers to a node that also representsListNode
objects but this node may represent many of these objects and, since theLayout value is
List, we know that the objects may be connected in a list-like shape. Since there is a single
incoming edge and it represents a single pointer, we can safely assume that this edge refers
to the head of the list structure represented by this node.

This allows us to replace the singleList-shaped node with a single node representing
the unique head element and a node representing the tail of the list 2(b). Since the head
element is unique we can set thesize of this new node to 1. Additionally, the only possible
layout for a node ofsize 1 is Singleton. Finally, we know that if a node represents a single
object then all the outgoing field edges can each represent a single pointer. Thus, we can
set the outgoing edge to have amaxCut of 1.

Figure 2(c) shows the final assignment of the variableq to the unique successor of the
variablep in the linked list.

5 Stack Variables, CutPoint Labels

When performing the project operation in heaps with cutpoints we will need to name the
stack variables as well as the cutpoint edges. We use a simple technique for the stack vari-
ables: given a variable namev defined in the caller functionfcaller we use the name
$fcaller*v to represent this variable in the callee scope.

The Figure 3(a) shows a heap with the local variableln before the call toListFilterPositive
and Figure 3(b) shows how this local variable has been replaced by a stack variable$ln
in the callee scope (for brevity we omit the function name in the example).



(a) Initial List Region (b) Refined List Region (c) Assignedq

Fig. 2.Refinement of aList region

Naming edges that cross the cutpoints is slightly more complicated since we need to
balance the accuracy of the analysis with the potential of introducing spurious differences
resulting from isomorphic (or nearly so) cutpoint edges being given different names. For
the renaming of the cutpoint edges we assume that special names for the arguments to
the function have been introduced. The first pointer argument is referred to by the special
variable namearg1 . . . and theith pointer argument is referred to by the special variable
nameargi.

Figure 3(c) shows a recursive call toListFilterPositive where the special ar-
gument namearg1 has been added to represent the value of the first argument to the
function. In this figure the edgee1 is a cutpoint edge since it starts in the portion of the
heap that is unreachable from the argument variables and ends in a portion of the heap that
is reachable from the argument variables.

Our heuristic approach is to select names that differ in the case that:

– Thecutpoint edges refer to nodes that are the targets of different argument variables.
– Thecutpoint edges have different edge labels (they represent pointers stored in differ-

ing fields in the concrete domain).
– Thecutpoint edges have differing sets of local caller scope variables that can reach the

end nodes of the cutpoint edges.

For each cutpoint edge we generate a pair of names: one is usedin the unreachable
section of the heap graph and one in the reachable section, which allows an abstract heap
model to represent both incoming and outgoingcutpoint edges that are isomorphic and
exist in the same abstract heap component without loss of precision.



Assume that all variable names can be compared lexicographically. Consider an edge
e that starts at noden and ends at noden′, wheren is in the callee unreachable portion of
heap the graph andn′ is in the callee reachable portion of the heap graph. We compute a
pair of static names (unreachN, reachN) whereunreachN = $basename- andreachN =
$basename+ andbasename is defined as follows:

– If n′ is referred to by one or more special argument variablesargj . . . argk: then
basename = fcaller*o*argx whereargx is the maximal special argument
variable inargj . . . argk.

– otherwisebasename = fcaller*o*v1*. . .*vk wherev1,. . .,vk are all of the
caller-scope local variables that can reachn′ andv1 < .. . < vk.

In Figure 3(d) the cutpoint name$arg1+ (again for brevity we omit the function
name) is used to represent the endpoint of the cutpoint edge in the reachable component
of the heap and$arg1- to track a dummy node associated with the cutpoint edge in the
unreachable component of the heap.

6 Project and Extend Algorithms

Now that we can name the stack variables and the cutpoint edges we look at how the
heap is partitioned into reachable and unreachable components and how these are put back
together during the procedure call return.

Project. We assume that before theprojectHeap function is invoked all of the special
argument variable names have been added to the heap model. This allowsprojectHeap
(Algorithm 1 below) to easily compute the section of the heapmodel that is reachable
in the callee procedure and then compute the set of nodes thatcomprise the unreachable
portion of the heap model. Once the reachable and unreachable node sets are computed
the set of cutpoint edges can be easily obtained.

For each edge that crosses from the unreachable section intothe reachable section we
add a pair of static names to represent the edge (Algorithm 2). Since the UMA model
stores a number of domain properties in each edge, we create adummy node and remap
the edge to end at this node. Then, theunreachN static name is set to refer to this dummy
node. In the reachable portion of the heap graph we simply setthereachN static name to
refer to the target of the cross edge.

When adding thereachN static name to the reachable section of the heap graph the
name may or may not already be present in the heap graph. If thename is not present then
we add it to the static name map and for later use we note that this is the call where this



Algorithm 1 : projectHeap

input : h: the heap model to be partitioned
output: hr, hu: the reachable and unreachable partitions,snu, ncs: the static names used and newly created
reachNodes← set of nodes reachable from args and globals;
unreachNodes← set of nodes unreachable from args and globals;
crossEdges← set of edges that start inunreachNodes and end inreachNodes;
snu← /0;
ncs← /0;
nsn← /0;
foreach edgee in crossEdges do

(sn, isnew)← procSingleCrossEdge(h, e, reachNodes);
snu.add(sn);
if isnew then ncs.add(sn);

hr ← removeAllNodes(h, unreachNodes ∪ {dummy nodes created in procSingleCrossEdge});
hu ← removeAllNodes(h, reachNodes);
return (hr, hu, snu, ncs);

static name is introduced. This information allows us to entirely remove the name from
the mapping on return from this function.

Once all of the cutpoint edges have been replaced by the required static names, the
heap can be transformed into the unreachable version (whereall the nodes in the reach-
able section and all the variables/static names that only refer to reachable nodes have been
removed) and the reachable version (where the nodes in the unreachable section and the
associated names have been removed).

Algorithm 2 : procSingleCrossEdge

input : h: the heap,e: the cross edge,reachNodes: set reachable nodes
output: rsn: the name used,isnew: true if rsn a new name
ne ← the nodee ends at;
ni ← new dummy node;
remap the endpoint ofe to ni;
(ursn, rsn)← genStaticNamePairForEdge(h, e);
setursn to refer toni;
if the namersn exists and refers to a node inreachNodes then

addne as a possible target forrsn;
return (rsn, false);

else
add the namersn to h;
addne as a possible target forrsn;
return (rsn, true);



Extend. After the call return we need to rejoin the unreachable portion of the heap that we
extracted before the procedure call entry with the result weobtained from analyzing the
callee procedure. This is done by looking at each of the static names that was used to rep-
resent a cutpoint edge and reconnecting as required. Then, each of the newly introduced
cutpoint names can be removed from the heap model. The pseudo-code to do this is shown
in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 : extendHeap

input : hr, hu: the reachable and unreachable partitions,snu, ncs: the static names used and newly created
output: h: the joined heap model
h← newheap();
h.heapGraph←mergeGraphs(hr .heapGraph,hu.heapGraph);
foreach static namesn in snu do

ursn← reachNameToUnreachName(sn);
nr ← the target ofsn in hr .nameMap;
foreach nodenu that is a target ofursn in hu.nameMap do

er ← the single incoming edge tonu;
remaper to end at the target ofnr;

hu.unmapStaticName(ursn);
if snin ncsthen hr.unmapStaticName(sn);

h.nameMap←mergeNameMaps(hr .nameMap,hu.nameMap);
return h

The major components of this algorithm are the separations of themergeGraphs action
from themergeNameMaps action and the elimination of the static cutpoint edge namesthat
were introduced for this call.

ThemergeGraphs function computes the union of the graph structures that represent
the abstract heap objects, while themergeNameMaps function computes the union of the
name maps associated with the stack/cutpoint/variable names. This separation allows the
algorithm to nullify the names created for this call which prevents the propagation of un-
needed cutpoint edge targets to the caller scope. The function unmapStaticName is used
to eliminate a given static name from the abstract heap modelname map.

Complete Call Algorithm. Now that we have defined the project and extend algorithms we
can give the complete procedure call algorithm (Algorithm 4). Our implementation uses
a context-sensitive analysis with memoization. Methods for context sensitivity and mem-
oization are well studied [10, 1, 16, 18, 17, 14] so we omit a detailed description here and
assume that the functionanalyzeCall handles this.



The main issues the call algorithm needs to handle are the remapping of the caller to
callee scope, replacing the caller scope variables with static names, and the project/extend
operations. To minimize the static name collisions when replacing the caller scope vari-
ables with static names it is important to perform the project operation before chang-
ing from the caller scope names to the callee scope names. We assume that the func-
tions needed to transform the caller scope variables into stack variables (push/pop) and
add/remove the callee scope variables are defined (pushCallerVars, popCallerVars, intro-
duceCalleeVars, removeCalleeVars).

Algorithm 4 : call

input : h the heap model,cs the abstract call stack,callerf the caller procedure,calleef the callee procedure
output: h′ the abstract heap after analyzing the call
add the special arg variables toh;
(hr , hu, snu, ncs)← project(h);
pushCallerVars(hr);
introduceCalleeVars(hr);
remove special arg variables fromhr ;
hv ← analyzeCall(hr , cs, callerf, calleef );
removeCalleeVars(hv);
popCallerVars(hv);
h′ ← extend(hv, hu, snu, ncs);
return h’;

7 Examples

The example program, Figure 1, is a code fragment that buildsand then recursively filters
out all the negative elements in a linked list. Figure 3(a) shows the abstract heap model
before the first call to the list filter procedure. Figure 3(b)shows the abstract heap model
after performing the first call operation into the filter procedure and executing thetmpin
= l.next statement. The caller variableln has been replaced by the static name$ln
(for brevity in the examples we omit the procedure names in the static identifiers) and the
callee variablel which is the first formal argument to the procedure has been added. To
model the assignment statement the list has been refined to make the unique successor of
thel list explicit. We have settmpin to refer to this node.

Figure 3(c) shows the state of the abstract heap at the entry of the project procedure.
The special namearg1 has been added to represent the value of first pointer argument to
the function and we have added a dotted line to indicate the reachable and unreachable
portions of the heap. Note that the edgee1 is a cutpoint edge.



The result of the project operation is shown in Figure 3(d). The e1 edge, which was
a cutpoint edge for the call, has been remapped to a dummy nodeand the static cutpoint
names$arg1- and$arg1+ (for brevity we omit the procedure name and edge label
from the static names in the examples) have been introduced at the dummy node and at
the target of this edge in the reachable section.

Figure 3(e) shows the resulting abstract heap that is passedinto the callee scope for
analysis. Since all the local variables in the caller scope either did not refer to nodes in the
callee reachable section or are dead after the call return wedo not have to give them stack
names and can remove them entirely from the heap model.

Figure 3(f) shows the abstract heap at the entry to the project function for the second
recursive call toListFilterPositive. Again we have a cutpoint edgee2. Note that the reach-
able cutpoint label,$arg1+ introduced in the previous call is now in the unreachable
portion of the heap.

Figure 3(g) shows the abstract heap model after introducingthe cutpoint labels. In this
figure the cutpoint edge,e2, has been remapped and the static names for the endpoints of
the edge have been introduced to the reachable and unreachable portions of the abstract
heap. Note that in the unreachable portion of the heap since the static names for the end-
points of the cross edges are different the static name introduced as the reachable name
in the prior call ($arg1+) does not conflict with the unreachable name added in this call
($arg1-).

If we continue the analysis we eventually determine that theabstract heap model shown
in Figure 3(h) is the fixed point approximation for the returnvalue of the function when
the input is the heap model in Figure 3(g) (we user as a special name for the return vari-
able). By plugging this into theextend operation we get the abstract heap model shown
in Figure 3(i). In this figure we have unioned the graphs and are ready to patch up the
cutpoint cross edge information and set the return variablevalue.

Figure 3(j) shows the result of the extend and return value assignment. The static name
$arg1+ in the reachable portion of the heap has been used to compute the associated
unreachable name ($arg1-). Then the algorithm identified the edge associated with the
dummy node referred to by$arg1- (in this casee2) and remapped this edge to end at the
target of$arg1+. The return variable has been replaced by thetmpout variable from
the caller scope (andtmpin has been nullified since it is dead).

Figure 3(k) shows theextend operation at the return from the first recursive call. Again
the static name$arg1+ in the reachable portion of the heap has been used to compute the
associated unreachable name ($arg1-). Then the algorithm identified the edge associated
with the dummy node referred to by$arg1- (in this casee1) and remapped this edge to
end at the target of$arg1+). This results in the abstract heap shown in Figure 3(l) which



can be joined with the result of the base case test. Thus the analysis has determined, as
desired, that the recursive list filter procedure preservesthe list shape of the argument list.

(a) Heap at Initial Call (b) After Call, tmpin = l.next

(c) Cross Edge 1st Call (d) Split Cross Edge 1st Call

(e) Heap Into 1st Recursive Call (f) Cross Edge 2nd Call

Fig. 3. Recursive Calls



(g) Split Cross Edge 2nd Call (h) Fix Point of Function

(i) Merge 2nd Call Return (j) Patch Cross Edges

(k) Merge 1st Call Return (l) Return 1st Recursive Call

Fig. 3. Recursive Calls Cont.

This example provides some intuition into how the names for the cutpoint edges are
generated, instantiated, and rejoined across the call boundaries. More interestingly, it demon-
strates how the creation of the dual names for the reachable and unreachable endpoints of
the cutpoint edges ($arg1+ and$arg1-) prevents name collisions and the associated



loss of information when the recursive procedure is moving through the heap structure in
a monotonic fashion.

8 Experimental Results

To examine the effectiveness of the project and extend operations we decided to look at
how they impact the runtime and accuracy of the heap analysiswhen run on two small
list and tree manipulation routines and a variation of the Jolden [2] suite of benchmarks.
The list and tree benchmarks call a range of recursive procedures (copy, search, insert,
remove, filter, recursive subtree swap) from several calling contexts (data elements shared
and unshared at call sites) on singly linked lists and binarytrees. The Jolden suite con-
tains a number of pointer-intensive kernels that make heavyuse of recursive procedures.
However, the implementation in [2] does not use any of the Java collection libraries, is a
nearly verbatim translation of the original C Olden benchmarks [3] and has some known
issues [24]. We modified the Jolden suite to use collection libraries where appropriate,
updated the code to utilize Java programming idioms and addressed the major concerns
raised in the literature. For each benchmark we report the number of MIL statements (Sec-
tion 3) in the program and the number of methods.

The UMA algorithm is written in C++ and was compiled using gcc4.1. The bench-
marks were run on an Intel Pentium M 1.5 GHz machine with 1 GB ofRAM (although
memory consumption never exceeded 5 MB). In the UMA implementation the local flow
is performed on sets of heap graphs but for our interprocedural analysis we computed the
join of all graphs at each call site.

We ran the UMA analysis with the project/extend operations enabled (theProject col-
umn) and disabled (theNo-Project column) and recorded the analysis time, the average
number of times a method needed to be analyzed, the average size of the graph model at
function entry, and the accuracy of the shape identified by the analysis. For the accuracy of
the results we report if the algorithm was able to correctly determine the shape information
for the data structures created by the programs. We use threecategories for the accuracy of
the shape analysis.Yes (Y) is used when the shape analysis is able to provide the precise
shape information (within the abstract domain) for all of the relevant heap structures in
the program.Partial (P) indicates that the analysis was able to determine the precise shape
for some of the heap data structures but that some important properties were missed.No
(N) is used when the analysis failed to precisely identify the shape of a substantial portion
of the heap data structures. Results of using this information to drive simple thread-level
parallelization transformations can be found in [13].

The results in Figure 4 indicate that the project/extend operations have a substantial
impact on both the performance and the accuracy of the heap analysis. The total time



to analyze the benchmarks using the project/extend operations was less than half of the
time to analyze them without the project/extend operations. Additionally, in four of the
benchmarks the use of the project/extend operations led to improved shape information.
In several of the other benchmarks the project/extend operations allow for more accurate
simulation of program operations but due to the nature of thebenchmark this accuracy
does translate into more accurate shape information. For example in thepower benchmark
the project/extend operations allow the heap to be transformed into a representation (that
uses more graph nodes) which would allow for strong updates to be accurately modeled.
However, in this benchmark once the main data structure is built it is not modified so this
representational accuracy does not translate into more accurate shape information.

The project/extend operations improve the performance of the analysis by both reduc-
ing the number of contexts that a function is called with (on average reducing the number
of contexts by nearly half) and by reducing the size of the heap model that the function
analyzes (on average reducing the size of the heap graph by 18%). The reduction in the
heap model size is somewhat skewed by the dual representation where a less accurate heap
model has fewer nodes than a more accurate heap model and by the fact that the selected
benchmarks are smaller kernel-based applications that only build and manipulate a small
number of data structures (as opposed to larger programs which build and manipulate
many unrelated data structures).

JoldenWC Project No-Project
BenchmarkStmtsMethods Time Avg Cont.Avg SizeShape Ok Time Avg Cont.Avg SizeShape Ok
rec-tree 247 11 0.06s 1.9 4.6 Y 0.26s 10.9 5.4 P
rec-list 250 12 0.02s 1.7 3.3 Y 0.05s 3.3 4.7 P
bisort 260 13 0.11s 3.8 2.7 P 0.09s 4.2 1.1 N
em3d 333 13 0.05s 1.3 2.3 Y 0.04s 1.9 2.7 Y
mst 457 32 0.04s 1.8 1.8 Y 0.05s 2.0 2.3 Y
tsp 510 13 0.12s 3.0 3.0 Y 0.22s 10.5 2.0 Y
perimeter 621 41 0.75s 9.0 5.0 P 0.66s 7.7 4.3 P
health 643 21 1.80s 11.3 9.8 Y 2.12s 16.3 14.5 P
voronoi 981 63 1.53s 32.9 3.0 P 2.46s 47.3 3.3 P
power 1352 29 0.14s 1.3 5.9 Y 0.88s 7.0 2.5 Y
bh 1616 58 1.58s 5.1 11.5 P 6.51s 29.8 21.3 P
Overall 7270 306 6.20s 7.2 4.8 7/4/0 13.34s 12.8 5.8 4/6/1

Fig. 4. The Stmts and Methods columns list the number of statements and methods for each benchmark. The columns
for the Project and No-Project variations of the analysis list: the analysis time in seconds, the average number of times
each method was analyzed, the average size of the model passed to the local analysis (in terms of the number of nodes
in the graph) and if the analysis correctly determined the shape information. The overall row lists the total/average
value for each column, the notation 7/4/0 indicates the shape was correctly determined for 7 benchmarks, partially for 4
benchmarks and there were no benchmarks where the analysis was unable to derive any useful information.



9 Conclusion

We presented and benchmarked project/extend operations for a store-based heap model
that is capable of precisely representing a range of shape and connectivity properties. The
project and extend operations we introduced are designed tominimize the imprecision
introduced by the spurious reuse of static names, to minimize the analysis runtime by re-
ducing the number of unique calling contexts for each function, and to reduce the size of
the contexts for which local function analyses are performed.

Our approach to naming the cutpoint edges and stack variables was motivated by the
observations that that in many recursive procedures the program proceeds monotonically
toward the leaves of a given heap structure and that the information loss due to the colli-
sion of the cutpoint names can be minimized by ensuring that the collision happens only
between semantically similar cutpoint edges. Based on thisnaming scheme we created
project and extend operations that are able to handle the full range of heap sharing possi-
bilities in recursive and non-recursive functions and thatfor most common types of func-
tions (non-recursive and recursive calls that traverse thedata structure in a monotonic
fashion) produce quite accurate results. We also include empirical results on non-trivial
benchmarks (several of which are an order of magnitude or larger than in related work)
which indicate that the project/extend operations have a substantial positive impact on the
performance and accuracy of the analysis.

Our experimental results demonstrate that the project/extend operations are effective
in minimizing the number of contexts that need to be analyzed(on average a 44% reduc-
tion in the benchmarks), in minimizing the size of the contexts that are analyzed (an 18%
reduction in size), and improving analysis accuracy (in 4 out of 7 benchmarks). The sub-
stantial reduction in analysis time (by more than half) and the improvements in accuracy
indicate that project/extend operators presented in this paper (or similar techniques) are
critical to the development of accurate and efficient heap analysis techniques.

Our future work is focused on addressing additional performance issues that we expect
to become more important as we scale the analysis up to largercode bases. An interesting
extension is to remove the section of the heap that is never accessed (but is reachable)
by the callee procedure in addition to the section that is inaccessible. We expect this to
become a significant factor in large programs where many procedures only access a small
portion of the heap structures that are passed as arguments.
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